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Got Web Host is happy to announce the addition of High Bandwidth Dedicated and 
Virtual Hosting packages to our vast selection of available hosting plans. Our  
High Bandwidth Virtual Hosting begins as low as $40 a month, with no setup fees. 
 
Director of Marketing & Support, Tanya Martin, said of the new options, "We have 
grown significantly over the past year, and felt it was time to provide hosting for clients 
that were not necessarily seeking the SEO packages that we specialize in." 
 
Lloyd Brown, Director of Business Development, stated, "Got Web Host took a poll of 
potential customers that were not currently using our service. It was determined that the 
amount of bandwidth available in hosting plans was a primary consideration in choosing 
a host. We have the ability to provide bandwidth at a very competitive rate, and have set 
up all High Bandwidth Virtual Plans so that no one pays more than $.35 a gig, with our 
largest virtual hosting plan providing bandwidth at a mere $.15 per GB." 
 
"Each high bandwidth virtual plan comes with two dedicated IP's, unlimited domains, 
and unlimited MySQL databases" said Martin. "With virtual hosting packages ranging 
from 100 to 800 GB per plan, we feel we now offer hosting suitable for any customer." 
 
Brown commented, "We recently upgraded our Standard Value Dedicated servers to 
include more bandwidth and better hardware overall. We feel that with these additions 
and upgrades, Got Web Host is poised to make a greater impact in 2007." 
 
"Our Standard Value Dedicated Servers include 2 IP's and up to 120 GB of storage with 
900 GB of transfer," Brown added. 
 
Got Web Host provides SEO web hosting plans for companies concerned with Google's 
host crowding penalties associated with search engine optimization. Got Web Host offers 
Multiple Class C IPs to their users. Many companies specializing in SEO have requested 
or searched for hosting that provided this type of service, we bring it to you with many 
different packages. 
 
Got Web Host's hosting plans include the following features: 
 
- High Bandwidth Virtual hosting with up to 10 GB of storage and 800 GB of transfer. 



- Standard Value Servers with dedicated servers beginning as low as $149 a month. 
- Virtual Private Servers with up to 10 IPs on 10 Class C subnets, and 10 nameservers. 
- SEO Starter web hosting plan with two datacenters, 2 nameservers, 2 Class C IPs. 
- Virtual SEO web hosting plans ranging up to 30 IPs, 15 individual Class C IPs and 
multiple or private nameservers. Multiple data centers are available. 
- Dedicated SEO server plans with up to 50 IPs, with up to 10 individual Class C Subnets 
and multiple private nameservers. 
- Customized packages with up to 80 Class C subnets are available upon request. 
- Streaming dedicated hosting plans with either BTN or multi-tier one lines. 
 
For additional information please go to http://www.gotwebhost.com, email 
sales@gotwebhost.com or call Toll Free: 888.467.8532 
 
About Got Web Host: 
Got Web Host has been hosting websites since 2002. As times change, hosting needs 
change as well, to which we strive to bring the best hosting solutions to meet these 
changes.  
Multiple Class C IPs are difficult, if not impossible to find with most hosting companies. 
Many simply cannot provide multiple dedicated IPs. Got Web Host now offers Multiple 
Class C IPs to their users.  
Several hosting companies are now attempting to break into this market. Got Web Host 
not only offers the service, but also understands why you need it and we bring it to you 
with many different packages. 
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